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Carolyne and Nicholas Clement-Jones’s Trip 

May - June 2014 

Introduction 

The idea for this trip began some years ago when we used to go skiing in Mammoth, 

California.    On our way up to the wonderful Sierra Mountains, we would pass through a 

little town called Bishop.    We noticed this was where Route 6 now started, or to give the 

road its correct name, the Grand Army of the Republic Highway.  Whilst it is not the oldest 

transcontinental or even now the longest, it is the longest contiguous federal highway.  The 

distance between Bishop in California and Provincetown in Massachusetts is 3,205 miles.    

We would complete this journey and add a lot more mileage going on side trips along the 

way. 
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The journey started on the l5 May leaving Gatwick on Virgin Airlines and we flew into Las 

Vegas arriving the same day.   The airport is easy to get through and the Homeland Security 

and Customs staff welcoming.    Having picked up the Chevy SUV rental car, we check into 

the Circus Circus Hotel, on the Strip, and are given a comfortable room.    We spend two 

nights in Vegas doing little more than eating, wandering around and visiting the shopping 

outlets!    

 

17 May. We drive through Death Valley, where the scenery is stunning, having stopped for 

breakfast in a diner in Beattie.   Then onto Mammoth and check into the Mammoth Creek 

Inn.  Enjoy a frozen margarita at Grumpy’s with Nick settling for his favourite Sierra beer.   

Dinner is in a new restaurant called Toomey’s which was very good. 

           

            CALIFORNIA 

 

                                                           

 

The Trip  

18
 

May. Today is the start our Route 6 trip after an early start driving from Mammoth to 

Bishop.  It is time for a few photographs in Bishop before driving to Tonopah and entering 
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Nevada. By the way we tried to photograph a sign of each state we passed through and where 

we spent each night. Mostly successful but there were a few misses. Tonopah was famous for 

its mining, so we visited the mining museum and walked around a well restored area of old, 

now redundant, mining equipment, reading all about the stories of the men and some women 

who came to work and find their fortune in the area. It was a very hard life.  Check into the 

Jim Butler Motel and have dinner in the Hotel Mitvah Café. 

 

    
                                    The view from Garnet Hill 

19 May-Breakfast is in the Hotel Mitvah Café (the only game in town) and then we drive to 

Ely, also in Nevada.   Check into the delightfully named Bristle Cone Motel, and drive up to 

Garnet Hill, a very pretty area redolent with the scent of pines.    It was so named because of 

the large deposit of garnets quarried there.   People still try and find some garnets and 

occasionally are lucky.   A lady shows us some bits of rock (!) and said she and her husband 

were avid rock hunters!   Dinner was in Evah’s Italian Restaurant. 

                         SPAINISH FORT 

          

20 May. Off to Spanish Fort, in our third state, Utah.  Stop in Delta and visit the Great 

Basin Museum, famous for Beryllium which is stronger than steel and lighter than 

aluminium.   Pass through Santaquin and visit the famous Rowleys South Ridge Farm for 

huge and delicious ice creams.   Arrive in Spanish Fort and check into the Western Motel, 

which was very comfortable.    A rather long search in the car for somewhere to buy a bottle 

of beer or wine eventually proved fruitful.    We could not, however, find a restaurant serving 

alcohol, even if we brought in our own, and ended up having dinner in a diner. 
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           A real work horse                                                    Utah Scenery 

 

                                        

 

 

21
 
May. Leave early and stop at Helper UT for second breakfast in a former furniture store.    

It is practically a ghost town with very few shops occupied.    We see a very long freight train 

with its haunting whistle.    The scenery is beautiful and we see two deer, a heron and some 

wild horses.   Stop in Price to visit the Pre-historic Museum.    Arrive in Grand Junction, 

Colorado and look round the Museum of Western Colorado.    Check into the Heritage 

Melrose Hotel which turns out to be the worst accommodation on the trip.    Nicholas has to 

dig the manager out of the next door bar to open up the hotel.    Our room was hot, without 

air-conditioning with furnishings hanging off the walls and no hot water.    We were told 

later, but perhaps were not surprised to hear that the hotel has a history. A previous owner, an 

Englishman, is currently in a Colorado jail having murdered his wife and buried her body in 

the Colorado mountains. 

We visit the Allan Unique Autos, which is a wonderful and unique classic car museum 

owned by a mother and daughter.    A drink in an Irish pub is followed by dinner in the Bistro 

Italiano where we chatted to the charming owner who gave us complimentary Prosecos and 

Baileys. This was probably because we were staying in the Melrose.  
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22 May. Breakfast in Carolyne’s favourite Denny’s, then we drive through various ski resorts 

such as Beaver Creek, Copper Mountain and Vail, and see skiers on the slopes – it appears 

that even in May there is plenty of snow.   We start climbing and arrive at Loveland Pass 

which is l1,990 feet high and the site of the Continental Divide.    It is snowing and some 

kind people take our photo, Nicholas wearing shorts and me in a fleece! Down the mountain 

and drive into Georgetown, a beautifully old fashioned and well restored little town.   Then 

onto Lakewood and check into the La Quinta Motel, quite smart and enjoy a good dinner in 

the nearby Holiday Inn Grill. 

                                     

       Spectacular!                                                                          Skiing in May! 
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     The Post Office in Glenwood 

 

              

      Carolyne in Golden                                                Buffalo Bill’s Grave 

 

23 May. A second day of a Denny’s breakfast – yippee!    Back track to Golden, another 

town which has been beautifully restored to what it looked like originally.    It also has a 

plethora of interesting and fun sculptures.   We visit the quilting museum and see some 

stunning pieces.   Then we drive all the way up a very steep hill to the top where the Buffalo 

Bill Museum and his grave are located.    It is interesting to read about his life and also the 

fact that he toured England with his show. In l903 they performed with Annie Oakley in 

Guildford, which is about ten miles from our UK home, as well as for Queen Victoria.    

From the top great scenic views are to be had for miles around. 
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                                           A town that is not afraid to announce itself! 

We drive through Denver, with no Route 6 signs in evidence. We get lost several times 

eventually finding Route 6 East again, and arrive in Fort Morgan, Colorado.   Visit the 

Museum in the Public Library and check into the Clarion Motel which is very nice, and 

dinner at O Sole Mio Italian Restaurant. 

24 May. Still in Colorado and drive through vast areas of flat plains and farm land.    Not 

difficult to imagine the great hardships the original settlers would have endured on their long 

wagon trails across a desolate landscape.   Stop in Menlo and meet charming monumental 

sculptor, Bradford Rhea.   He was commissioned in l993 by the U.S. Department of State to 

create President Clinton’s gift for Pope John Paul II which was a staff carved from the root of 

a honey locust tree.    Drive through tiny towns such as Paoli and Haxton where we stop for 

coffee and biscuits (the American version of a scone).    

 

Bradford Rhea-sculptor and gentleman 
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Eventually, we cross over to Nebraska and stop for the night in Mc Cook finding the last 

room in the Days Inn.   Have a donut in the famous Sehnert’s Bakery and see the private 

house designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. Dinner in the excellent La Cocina Mexican 

restaurant. 

  

25 May. Drive through Nebraska where we encounter very few cars on the road, but to keep 

us company the railway line often parallels our road, and occasionally we catch site of a long 

goods train.   We arrive in Hastings and check into the Rodway Inn.  Visit the Hastings 

Museum which has a great variety of taxidermied animals and birds.  Dinner is at the Sports 

Bar. 

26 May. Still in Nebraska- it is a big state!     Stop at the Shoemakers Truck Stop which has 

really great murals of all of Route 6.  It also provides excellent cherry pie and coffee!   Drive 

to Lincoln, the capital which was very quiet, and onto Ashland where we walk up and down 

the quaint street and visit the Willow Point Gallery.  More shopping outlets in Gretna.    We 

had been given the name card of Marcia Kuiper, Chief Executive and Ambassador of Route 6 

for Nebraska, and drive by her home, subsequently leaving a message on her answerphone.   
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          Nebraska State Capital-Lincoln 

 

        

                            Sections of the Mural at Shoemakers             

 

                                       

 Boys Town- Nebraska 
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We then drive to Boys Town, founded by Father Edward Flanagan in l917.   Spencer Tracy 

won an Oscar for the film of the same name and, in a fitting gesture, gave it to Father 

Flanagan.   We then arrive in Omaha and check into the Magnolia Hotel which is very plush, 

and offers free wine and beer in the evening, together with milk and cookies at bedtime. Most 

certainly it is the best accommodation of the entire trip. 

We walk around the Old Market area, which had been nicely preserved with lots of 

restaurants and bars.    Dinner is at Stokes Bar and Grill where we eat outside and has very 

good fish. 

 

27 May. Breakfast at the Magnolia Hotel and leave the car in the garage.   Walk across a 

bridge to the Durham Museum housed in the old main rail station.   Excellent exhibits of rail 

and other transportation all well spaced out and accessible.    Find some ‘real’ coffee and 

walk to the Joslyn Art Museum with its superb collection of contemporary American and 

European art plus exhibits from the l5th to the l9th centuries. 

Walk to the post office and purchase stamps for numerous postcards.   Then to another good 

ice cream parlour to get one scoop and an expresso.   Dinner is at The Plank restaurant where 

we enjoy oysters and excellent seafood.   We are joined towards the end by Marcia Kuiper, 

and her husband Brad.    They are very friendly and give us plenty of good advice for our 

onward journey.  In addition Marcia has brought a Route 6 Nebraska road sign with which 

Nicholas is thrilled. We promise to join the Route 6 Association. 

 

 

 

 

                                

                            Marcia, Carolyne, Nicholas & Brad in Omaha 
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                                                                                             The longest in USA 

                                 

       Squirrel Jail- Council Bluffs                                                                          

                                                                                                          Nicholas as Jessie James 

 

28 May. Cross over the Missouri River and see the longest footbridge in the USA.   We are 

now in Iowa.   Visit the Squirrel Jail in Council Bluffs and Nicholas chats to a very friendly 

policeman. A semi-official visit to London was clearly a major highlight in his career!   We 

then go on to Oakland and the Nishna Heritage Museum, which is rather like a Miss 

Haversham’s collection with old wedding dresses, toys and medical equipment.   The 

highlight there seems to be a folding heatable tinbath. 
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Then to Atlantic for a coffee but not the Farmers Kitchen on Walnut Street as it had sadly 

closed.   We drive along White Pole Road which is the old Route 6.   Go to Casey, the site of 

Jesse James’ first moving train robbery.   View Bubba Sorensen’s war memorial murals, 

some of which he repaints every year in Menlo.    To Menlo for lunch, “A town of few & 

friends of all”.   We lunch in a diner where a priest is also eating with three worthy ladies 

from his parish.   See the quaint White Rose hanging sign at the gas station.   Next stop Stuart 

“Home to 1,700 Good Eggs and a Few Stinkers” where we spy the bank robbed by Bonnie 

and Clyde.    Drive to Dexter and purchase at Drew’s some of their homemade chocolates.  

Then to Adele which has a French style castle which turns out to be the County Court House.   

Check into the Econolodge Motel in Urbandale.   Dinner is at the Urban Grill, with delicious 

ribs and key lime pie. 

 

                                                       URBANDALE 

Now the Police Station! 

29 May. Still in Iowa and breakfast at The Machine Shed Farming shop and restaurant.    The 

staff are dressed as farm workers and we are served by the charming Thomas.   A great place 

for breakfast and very popular, rightly so.  Drive through Des Moines. What a fabulous 

building the State Capital is.   Pass the Weirick Pharmacy in Walnut Street, Colefax.   The 

museum in Newton is closed, so go on to the Maytag Dairy Farm which takes some finding!   

Watch a short film and given a tour.   Their blue cheese is very popular around the world, and 

we also try some cheddar. 
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 Des Moines                                                          Candyland Station 

Lunch is at the Candyland Station, Grinnell where we chat to three lovely ladies who, when 

we come to leave, had paid our bill, and we did not even get their names.    What a lovely 

gesture and a nice memory to take home. 

 

                 

         Louis Sullivan-architect                                         Still on track! 

 

 

                                                  

Example to us all- Wilton Candy Kitchen 

Look at the Jewel Box Bank, designed by Louis Sullivan, the father of modern skyscrapers.  

On to Brooklyn and the community of flags together with the Standard Oil Gas Station.    

Pass through Amana colonies. Then to Wilton and the Candy Kitchen run by George and 
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Thelma Nopoulo, which was founded in l860 and is the oldest continuously run ice cream 

parlour in the country.   It should be noted that George who works there most days, is in his 

nineties!  It just goes to show that hard work and ice cream are a great combination for a long 

life!  Check into the La Quinta Motel in Davenport and enjoy an excellent dinner at the Red 

Lobster. 

 

 

                                                                  

Best we could do for a state sign!                                                  Closed –should have been open                      
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              Illinois’ favourite son 

30 May. Leaving Iowa and have failed to meet up with Dave Darby the Executive Director 

for Route 6 in Iowa. Nicholas’s fault –he is not good with the cell phone.  Thank you Dave, 

however, for your e-mail contact and advice.  Not a good day for museums as all the ones we 

try to visit are closed, even though they are meant to be open!   Cross over the vast 

Mississippi River and into Illinois.   Stopped in Genesco but failed to get into its renowned 

museum. Went onto Atkinson, the to Princeton and Owen Lovejoy’s homestead, a prominent 

slavery abolitionist.   Peru has a fine municipal building and lunch is in La Salle’s Lock 

Visitors Centre- excellent Reuben sandwiches.   Walk to look at the canal.   Drive onto 

Ottawa and a walk through Washington Park with its statues of Abraham Lincoln and 

Stephen Douglas.   Lincoln started his political career in Ottawa, a town which has several 

impressive murals.     Get very lost in Joliet and have to stop several times to get directions to 

our, well hidden, motel, the Best Western!  Nicholas gives up maps and asking people and 

buys a GPS/Sat Nav. Why didn’t he buy one before! Have a refreshing swim in the hotel pool 

then dinner again in the good value and excellent food in another Red Lobster. Incidentally 

Joliet is the only city where now Route 6 and Route 66 meet. There used to be another, Los 

Angeles, but Route 6 no longer extends into southern California. 

 

 

 

                                                          

Joliet-Where Routes 6 & 66 meet                                         The Windy City on a hot day 
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31 May. Today in Joliet and Chicago, Illinois.    Visit the Joliet History Museum, which is 

well put together and interesting, especially on the history of how Joliet evolved and the 

people who shaped the rapidly growing town.    Next, thinking it was Saturday so would be a 

light traffic day (wrong) we drove into Chicago and parked the car in a multi storey, which 

would charge US$36 for a relatively short period of time.    We walk around the centre and 

marvel at some of the architecturally interesting buildings and see the trains passing overhead 

on the Loop.     Go into the park and have lunch.    Then drive along the lake which is clearly 

very popular on a hot day.  Chicago is a vibrant and exciting city and worth the over two 

hours to find our way out of the city and get back to the motel!   Dinner is at Al’s Diner. 

                                                    

                                                           

 

                                

 

1 June. We drive from Illinois into Indiana.    It is a frustrating drive having to pass through 

many traffic lights, very slow going but we are determined to stay on Route 6.   Finally get on 

to the open road and countryside.    We stop for lunch in Napanee and see an Amish lady on a 

bicycle, and a couple driving a pony and trap, clearly a slower pace of life.   As it was a 

Sunday, we failed to get into the Annie Oakley Perfumery in Ligonier or the museum.   

Arrived in Auburn which is slightly off Route 6 and checked into the Quality Inn Motel.    

Dinner in a local diner. 
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2 June. We retrace our steps back on to Route 6 and from Indiana we drive into Ohio which 

is still mostly vast tracts of farm land with huge processing plants.   Stop for lunch at Toft’s 

Dairy in Sandusky and enjoy a delicious ice cream.   This trip is not good for the waistline.    

Nicholas chats to a retired couple where the husband had worked all his life for Ford in the  

assembly plant, and was enjoying a comfortable pension from the company.   They had an 

interesting discussion on American politics. 

                                              

 CLEVELAND 

Arrive on the outskirts of Cleveland and check into the Super 8 Motel.    Drive into 

Cleveland and head straight for the waterfront and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame which is 

housed in a stunning pyramid shaped building designed by I.M. Pei who was also the 

architect for the Louvre Museum in Paris and the China Bank Building in Hong Kong.     It is 

a well laid out museum with lots of great exhibits, costumes and musical instruments and, of 

course, playing some cool music throughout.   Dinner is in Carrabba’s Italian Grill, handily 

located within walking distance of our motel.    The restaurant has a good atmosphere and 

fine food. 
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   Shame about the art                                                                  Wonderful galleries 

3 June. Still in Ohio and another drive into Cleveland to the University Circle area which 

also houses some large hospitals as well as some very fine buildings.   Park the car and enjoy 

a coffee.   Then head for the Museum of Contemporary Art, which is in an attractive building.   

Unfortunately, the art within is really poor and we leave quickly – we had gone to the wrong 

art museum!    Then walk through some pretty gardens and into the Cleveland Museum of 

Art.   This holds a very fine selection of art which is well spaced out and a pleasure to visit.   

We sit in the enclosed Atrium and enjoy a light lunch in pleasant surroundings.     

Back to the motel, then another ice cream (!) and dinner at Hooley’s where we participate in 

their quiz night which is fun.   We do not have any chance of winning as the questions, 

particularly regarding sport, are American based but it is a good experience. 

4 June. Drive through the centre of Cleveland and out to the  east which is relatively easy 

and stop for a coffee at Lake Metroparks Farmpark, Kirtland. Lots of children are there to 

learn how a farm is run.   On into Pennsylvania and lunch Linesville. Next stop Warren and 

the Blair Museum. This is inside a shop and its claim to fame was the mail order business 

started by an enterprising man who sold long thick black coats to undertakers, then went on 

to casual clothes for men and women. 

Check into the Super 8 Motel in Warren.   Dinner is at the Bull Pen followed by an ice cream 

at Dairy Queen. 
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5 June. Northern Pennsylvania is something of a surprise to your travellers. It is extremely  

picturesque.   We drive to the Kinzua Dam which is very impressive.    Then a stop in Kane 

where the delightful Mark Sirianni, a very skilled watch maker with and international 

reputation, changes the battery in our travel clock.   Onto Mt. Jewitt to see the 3,500 sq.ft. 

mural designed by muralist Kong Ho.   Coffee there is in a Swedish café complete with 

Swedish flag!   

 

                                                        Mount  Jewitt’s mural 
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      Gone in 30 seconds                                                       High up but safe! 

Then on to the Kinzua Viaduct in Kinzua Bridge State Park which carried the profitable New 

York to Lake Erie railroad line.     

It was built remarkably quickly and soared 300 feet above the valley floor.    Tragically, in 

July 2003, a tornado tore through the area and destroyed half the bridge in less than thirty 

seconds.    It is now a spectacular tourist attraction. 

Stop in Smethport and visit the Historical Museum of Smethport with its huge granite block 

walls which housed a jail for men and women.    Jim, a chatty guide, shows us round.   We 

meet a lady who was operating several looms and turning old blue jeans into rugs.    Lunch is 

in a deli.    Pass the white elephant “Taj Mahal” building in Cloudesport.   It was built for 

Adelphia Communications which went bust 11 years ago before it was ever occupied and has 

been empty ever since. Drive high up to Colton Point with its absolutely stunning scenery of 

trees and the river below meandering along the valley like a liquid ribbon.    Saw and heard a 

pair of nesting eagles.   On to Mansfield and checked into the Microtel Inn.     Dinner at the 

YorkHolo bar/diner. 

                       

       PA’s very own Grand Canyon- Colton Point 
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6 June. Drive through the pretty countryside housing Sylvannia and Troy, a very green area.   

Stop in Towanda where Nick has a haircut!   Then onto Scranton and a deli lunch.    Stop in 

Hawley then Lake Wallenpaupack which is a huge, very attractive, man-made lake.    Arrive 

in Milford and check into the Red Carpet Motel.  Dinner at Dimocks restaurant where we 

can eat al fresco. 

                                          

       Lake Wallenpaupack                                                  

 

                    

 

  

 

                                 

      Bear Mountain Bridge  
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                                         On its way to NY NY 

 

                      

Coffee and Murals in Peekshill 

 

 

                                

An excellent evening and the last of the Route 6 tee shirts 
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7 June. Still in Pennsylvania and about to  cross the Delaware River into New York state.    

A quick visit to some premium outlets in Central Valley.   Drive over Bear Mountain Bridge 

and climb up to the top of the mountain which has great views of the Hudson River.    Enjoy 

an outdoor lunch of hotdogs and ice cream (waistlines rapidly expanding!).    Walk around 

Peekskill and enjoy its good murals and a coffee.   Arrive in Mahopac and check into the 

Budget Motel.     Drinks and dinner in the very appropriately named Route 6 Bar and Diner 

where the staff are very welcoming.   Nicholas buys their last tee shirt. 

 

8 June. Still in New York State and drive out of town stopping for breakfast in a sweet little 

diner called Millie’s in Carmel on the shores of Lake Gleneyda.     Drive through Brewster 

and into Connecticut.   Short stop in Newtown with its Flagpole and Meeting House.  Lunch 

in a deli near Southbury.    Check into the Hotel Crowne Plaza,Southbury which is very 

luxurious.    We are given a list of restaurants by the hotel with a recommendation to try the 

first one.    Imagine our surprise when 121 turns out to be located at Oxford Airport.   Even 

on a Sunday night it is a heaving scene and the food/service turn out to be very good.  We see 

two deer on the drive back to the motel. 

                             

         Newton  

 

 

9 June. After a nice breakfast in the hotel we drive to Glebe House which turns out to be 

closed and take a peek at the Gertrude Jekyll Garden, in Woodbury.   Then to the Woodbury 

Pewter factory and shop, where we see the craftsmen at work and make some purchases.   

Drive on past the waterwheel in Terryville and into Hartford, Connecticut which is an 

attractive town where the Mark Twain House is located.   Lunch in Manchester, then to the 

Creamery Brook Bison Farm where we see some poor penned in bison and rheas.   Our hotel 

that night is the America’s Best Value Inn, Brooklyn.    Dinner at Hank’s diner. 
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 Hartford CT 

MASSACHUSETTS - NEW BEDFORD 

 

                            

              Falls River 

 

10 June. A muffin breakfast in the Bakery.   Drive into Providence, Rhode Island through 

Brown University and see the state buildings with Christopher Wren type roofs at the top of 

the hill.   Onto Falls River in Massachusetts and stop at Battleship Cove.   On to New 

Bedford and see the Whaling Museum and the old town.    The sea was visible in the 

distance.    Checked into the New Bedford Inn which had seen better days.     Dinner, 

however, was excellent angel hair pasta with seafood at Knuckleheads Pub. 

 

11 June. Still in Massachusetts and stop in New Bedford for a favourite I-Hop breakfast.   

Drive on to Fairhaven with its elegant schools and smart buildings.   Visit Wareham on the 

Cranberry Highway and to the somewhat disappointing A.D. Makepeace and Company farm 

as it is not cranberry season.    Go to the Heritage Museum and Gardens in Sandwich.   Could 

see the Cape Cod canal bridges.   Visit the Coastguard Heritage Museum and the little old jail 

in Barnstable.    Have a sandwich and ice cream at Halletts in Yarmouth Port.    Go to the 

Cape Cod Museum of Art in Dennis which has some interesting modern art. 
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         Barnstable                                                                               Dennis 

                         

                                                                                      Bay Wildlife Sanctuary 

 

A welcome stop occurs at the Bay Wildlife Sanctuary in South Wellfleet where we take an 

easy two mile walk through the sweet smelling pines looking for all the various birds who 

congregate in the area, with the sea beyond.   A cute little red squirrel and chipmunks are 

taking advantage of the bird food to get an easy snack. 

Check into the Breakwater Motel in Provincetown, Massachusetts.   It is very aptly named as 

the sea is visible from our room.    Enjoy a relaxing walk along the beach.    Dinner is at the 

Lobster Pot restaurant where we, naturally, enjoy some delicious lobster and sorbets after. 

12 June. Breakfast is in Truro, then into Provincetown for coffee and a walk around.    

Carolyne lingers to check out the shops and walks back to the motel which is about two miles 

away.    Deli lunch is outside on a bench.   The weather is perfect.    We finalise our 

photographs of Provincetown.    We have tried to take photos of all the names of states and 

the towns where we have stayed.  Not always successful but good fun trying.     Dinner that 

evening is at Napis, which is excellent. 

13 June. We have finished our Route 6 odyssey.     It has been a terrific journey where, 

amazingly, nothing went wrong.   With one exception, all the motels were comfortable and 

clean. Apart from Omaha and Provincetown all the accommodation was booked no more than 
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48 hours in advance. Our Chevy SUV car gave us a smooth ride-thank you Alamo Rental- 

and the roads were mostly very good. 

We have seen some amazing places from snowy topped mountains through arid deserts, and 

across vast plains.   We have also enjoyed visiting some of the larger cities, such as Chicago, 

Cleveland and Omaha, as well as a variety of interesting museums and art galleries. We 

missed out on a few places which had either closed for good or in the case of museums were 

not open on the day we were there. However those that were open made up for those 

closures. 

We have eaten, rather too well, some terrific food with the occasional glass of wine or beer. 

Mostly, however, we shall take away memories of the many interesting chats we had people 

everywhere, from the ladies who serve coffee in the diners to the museum curators.   We 

talked to people from all walks of life and different ages, and some were surprised that two 

Brits were ‘doing’ Route 6.    We found no one, however, who had driven all the way as we 

have now done. 

America is a great country and has some lovely people.    Thank you to all along Route 6 who 

made our trip so perfect. 

Finally our thanks to Malerie D Yolen-Cohen, authoress of “Stay on Route 6”. Without it we 

probably would not have started the journey. 

 

                                                    

                                            ************************************ 
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Post Script- between  l3 and 16 June we spent one night in Boston with Jack Wagner, who 

made a very good historical guide of the city then two nights with his parents, the really 

delightful John and Mary Wagner who live in Parsonsfield, Maine.     It was great catching up 

with them and sharing the happy memories from our Route 6 trip. 

 

 

 


